Professional Ethics

Scenarios and Principles

Making Software Choices
Benefit All Children
By Leslie D. Hall

Scenario
Raúl left the April elementary
principal’s meeting feeling more optimistic than he had for several months.
His low income, limited English speaking students were not making adequate yearly progress in mathematics
and the superintendent had just announced the district wide adoption of
supplemental mathematics software.
The software emphasizes problem
solving and thinking mathematically.
According to the superintendent, the
software helped raise mathematics
scores in urban elementary schools,
including those with high numbers
of limited English speaking students.
Raúl was impatient to learn more.
As he read material gathered
from the web and from full text databases, three authors came up repeatedly. They were a consultant, a professor, and a bureaucrat. They all were
associated with the software company
in one way or another and they had
written all of the articles.
Concerned, Raúl searched the
reports until he found two schools
similar to his own. Conversation
with the principals of those schools
revealed that one attributed the rise
in mathematics scores to a year-long
professional development program
on increasing mathematics teaching
skills and not to any software. The
other principal stated that most limited English speaking students in her
school were migrants. Mathematics
assessments were administered in the
spring, when few of the migrant workers were in attendance.
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Raúl groaned. Eighty percent
of his mathematics budget would be
spent for him on the new software.
Further, 65 percent of his technology funds would go to upgrading his
school’s computers to run the software. He believed the limited resources made it imperative that educational
materials support as many of his students as possible.

Principle
AECT Code of Professional Ethics
Section 1 Commitment to the Individual
Principle 7
In fulfilling obligations to the individual, the members shall promote
current and sound professional practices in the appropriate use of technology in education.
(Apply the principle to the scenario
for yourself before going on to read the
analysis.)

Analysis
As principal for his school, Raúl
is the both the fiscal manager and the
educational leader. Sound professional
practice makes it Raúl’s responsibility
to ensure that his students are provided with learning materials, including
software, suited to their needs.
Current professional practice
also requires that materials adopted
for large numbers of students be flexible enough to serve subgroups. The
software may be fitting for elementary
schools with high numbers of native
English speakers, but can Raúl’s limited English speaking students benefit
from such an investment?
Raúl considered several options.
He could present his findings to the
superintendent and suggest that only
15

schools with predominantly native
English speakers be required to use
the mathematics software. The schools
with high numbers of limited English
speaking students could opt out of using the software and seek more beneficial mathematics materials.
He could use the remainder of
the school year to investigate how the
software might be adapted to benefit
limited English speaking students. At
the same time, he could revise his
budget with an eye to providing summer employment. A team of teachers
would create a professional development plan for helping his entire faculty adapt the software to their students’
needs. Raúl gazed out his window,
thinking there must be other possibilities as well.
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